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Aim:
Black LFACC, long fiber active carbon cloth, a novel antimicrobial dressing has been used in direct contact with the wound surface in veterinary medicine with impressive results. In 2012, motivated in part by the excellent animal results, we began using LFACC as a contact layer in humans.¹,² This anecdotal study asks, can LFACC improve healing of venous leg ulcers, VLUs, treated with elastic compression?³ Neil and Davies, 1988, described mechanisms to explain active carbon antibacterial properties in vitro. Microbes are entrapped on LFACC’s surface, by weak chemical bonds involving cation bridging and hydrophobic interactions with cell walls.⁴

Methods:
Six patients with refractory VLUs were treated with FLACC as a contact dressing under foam wrap, textile wrap, and fuzzy wale layered compression dressings. Photographs document treatment and wound healing. Data on wound healing rates, time to complete healing, wound bed preparation, and pain are presented.

Results:
Wound bed appearance improved and patients report pain decreased day #7. Photograph of dressings at day 7 document that LFACC efficiently conducts into absorptive dressings minimizing periwound maceration. VLU healing times are roughly half of the current 29 week average healing time in the US.⁵
Conclusion:

LFACC as a contact layer, in concert with elastic compression, appears anectodotaly to: 1. improve wound bed appearance and decrease pain at 7 days; 2. efficiently transport exudate into absorbntive dressing; 3. speed healing of VLUs. This study is the lead in study to a formal VLU trial of LFACC.
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